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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time. 
 

[Posted: March 16, 2022—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are higher this morning. In 

Europe, the EuroStoxx 50 is currently up 3.5% from its prior close. In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 

50 closed up 6.9%. Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai Composite up 3.5% from its 

prior close and the Shenzhen Composite up 3.6%. U.S. equity index futures are signaling a 

higher open.  
 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold: 

• Bi-Weekly Geopolitical Report (3/14/2022) (with associated podcast): “The Ukraine War 

and the Path of Globalization” 

• Weekly Energy Update (3/10/2022): We look at the impact of the war on the energy 

markets; we also have a chart on gasoline prices scaled to wages.   

• Asset Allocation Quarterly - Q1 2022 (1/20/2022): Discussion of our asset allocation 

process, Q1 2022 portfolio changes, and our outlook for the markets 

• Asset Allocation Bi-Weekly (3/7/2022) (with associated podcast): “Believe It or Not, 

Fiscal Policy Is Tightening” 

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (1/20/2022): “The 2022 Outlook” 

• Current Perspectives: “2022 Outlook: Update #1” (2/18/2022) 

 

We begin today’s Comment with an update on the Russia-Ukraine War.  There are hints of 

compromise on each side, even as the Ukrainians are apparently launching a major 

counterattack.  That alone would probably be enough to give a boost to global stock markets, but 

we also note the Chinese government has said it will take steps to boost its private businesses.  

Together, the developments are driving stocks sharply higher so far today.  Beyond those stories, 

we also review a range of other international and U.S. news stories that have the potential to 

affect financial markets today.  We wrap up with the latest news on the coronavirus pandemic. 

 

Russia-Ukraine:  As of this writing, there still appears to be little change in the military 

situation in Ukraine.  Russian forces continue trying to encircle key cities such as the capital 

Kyiv, but Ukrainian forces continue to thwart them.  In response, the Russian military continues 

to attack civilian targets with missiles, long-range artillery, and aerial bombing.  The major 

development is that Ukrainian forces are reportedly launching a counterattack against the 

Russians around Kyiv and other cities.  If true, it would likely be a wise move given that the 
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Russians are now in a vulnerable position, having stalled out and needing to regroup, even as 

their supply lines are dangerously extended. 

• Despite the continuing military operations, Russian and Ukrainian officials are still 

discussing a way out of the conflict.  Importantly, both sides have made more 

conciliatory statements over the last day.  For example, Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov 

signaled Moscow might be satisfied if Ukraine had its own military but was neutral.  

Ukrainian President Zelensky said the talks were beginning to “sound more realistic.”  In 

a video conference with European leaders in London, Zelensky also said that he accepted 

Ukraine would not be admitted to NATO. 

o Coupled with signs that Beijing will take steps to support its private businesses, 

the hints of a diplomatic breakthrough in Ukraine have helped spark a major rally 

for equities around the world so far today.  In contrast, safe-haven assets such as 

government bonds, precious metals, oil, and gas are all in retreat. 

o Like anyone else, we are hopeful that the Russia-Ukraine conflict can end soon, 

and that durable peace can be established, but we would caution that nothing is set 

in stone yet.  In particular, the Russian side could be playing for time while it 

continues to regroup and resupply its forces to prepare for a push into Ukraine’s 

major cities.  We think it’s still too early to break out the champagne. 

• Separately, Russia is due to pay $117 million in interest on two dollar-denominated 

foreign bonds today.  President Putin has suggested paying the interest in rubles, but the 

major bond-rating companies say that would constitute a default.  If the payment is made 

in dollars, and within the 30-day grace period that starts today, it would probably signal 

that Russia is on the road to compromise and is trying to clear a path back into the good 

graces of its previous economic partners. 

o More broadly, the war also threatens further supply-chain disruptions across 

multiple industries.  For example, the conflict has idled some Western European 

auto plants because they can’t get critical cable harnesses made in Ukraine. 

o By exacerbating the current shortage of autos, that could further boost prices for 

new and used vehicles and help keep central banks thinking about interest-rate 

hikes. 

• Meanwhile, the U.S. and its NATO allies continue to show a united front as they seek to 

counter Russia’s aggression.  The White House said President Biden plans to go to 

Brussels on March 24 for meetings with the other NATO leaders.  They will discuss how 

to intensify pressure on Moscow without sparking a direct military conflict with Russia. 

• Yesterday, President Biden signed the just-passed government spending bill that includes 

$13.6 billion in security, humanitarian, and economic aid for Ukraine. As early as today, 

Biden is expected to announce about $800 million in new military assistance to Ukraine 

to be funded from the new bill.  The announcement will follow President Zelensky’s 

video speech to a joint session of Congress this morning, in which he is expected to plead 

for more assistance to help Ukraine push out the Russians. 
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Global Nickel Market:   The London Metal Exchange today was forced to suspend electronic 

trading in nickel just moments after the market reopened for business following a week-long 

shutdown partly related to the Russia-Ukraine war.  Even though the exchange had imposed a 

new 5% limit-down, prices tumbled so rapidly at the open that some trades happened below that 

level, forcing the exchange to stop trading and launch an investigation. 

• The exchange said it would allow in-person trading later in the day. 

• Nevertheless, the fiasco is another black eye for the LME and will likely undermine some 

traders’ confidence in using the market.  If enough traders try to exit the market, it could 

spark increased price volatility for several commodities in the near term. 

 

Iran Nuclear Deal:  Russia has apparently walked back recent demands that Washington should 

offer broad sanction exemptions related to the Iran nuclear deal.  It now appears Russia has 

settled for language ensuring that the U.S. will not sanction Russian participation in nuclear 

projects that are part of returning the agreement to its full implementation. 

• It now looks as if the way is clear for Tehran and Washington to revive the 2015 deal. 

• If the agreement is revived, Iranian oil could return to the global marketplace and help 

push prices down, even beyond their recent drop, which helped drive yesterday’s strong 

rally in global equity prices. 

 

China:  At a special meeting of the State Council’s Financial Stability and Development 

Committee today, top economic advisor Liu He said Beijing would take measures to support the 

economy and financial markets after a sharp sell-off stemming from the government’s 

crackdown on private businesses, “zero-COVID” strategy, and risky support for Russia in its 

invasion of Ukraine. 

• According to Liu, the government will take steps to boost the economy in the first quarter 

and introduce “policies that are favorable to the market,” although he didn’t elaborate on 

what specific measures would be taken. 

• In any case, investors are cheering the show of support.  The announcement is a major 

reason for the jump in global equity markets so far today, even if there are still no details 

on the support to be given. 

 

China-Saudi Arabia:  Reports yesterday said Beijing and Riyadh have recently accelerated their 

six-year-old talks on pricing some Saudi oil exports to China in renminbi instead of dollars.  The 

intensifying talks will probably spark renewed concern about the dollar’s status as the world’s 

primary reserve currency, especially after the U.S. actions to essentially freeze a huge share of 

Russia’s dollar-based foreign reserves. 

• However, even though the Saudis and the Chinese both have reasons to step away from 

the dollar, such a move would be costly for the Saudis. 

• Therefore, it’s not entirely clear the Saudis would sell a significant portion of their oil for 

the Chinese currency. 

 

U.S. Monetary Policy:  Top officials at the Federal Reserve will finish their latest monetary 

policy meeting today.  Last month, Chair Powell signaled the officials would use the meeting to 

boost the benchmark fed funds interest rate by 0.25%.  The increase is expected to be just the 
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first in a series of rate hikes.  Powell has hinted that a series of shocks, including the Russian 

invasion, could keep inflation uncomfortably high and potentially call for larger rate rises this 

summer.  The officials today will also release their latest economic projections, which will likely 

show they expect a long series of rate hikes.  Nevertheless, we continue to believe that financial 

fragilities and/or an economic slowdown will probably limit how far the Fed can really go. 

• Separately, President Biden’s nominee to serve as the Feb’s vice chair for regulation, 

Sarah Bloom Raskin, withdrew her candidacy after Democratic Senator Joe Manchin of 

West Virginia said he wouldn’t support her.  As we reported here yesterday, Manchin 

opposed Raskin because of her past calls for regulations that would limit funding to 

companies that produce fossil fuels. 

• The failed Raskin nomination highlights the bind Biden has gotten himself into by trying 

to please the Democratic party’s more progressive wing.  As he tries to come up with an 

alternative to Raskin, a major question is whether he will again try to find someone to 

satisfy that wing with little or no Republican help or whether he will tap someone centrist 

enough to garner some Republican support. 

 

COVID-19:  Official data show confirmed cases have risen to  461,817,791 worldwide, with 

6,052,539 deaths.  In the U.S., confirmed cases rose to 79,587,004, with 966,470 deaths.  (For an 

interactive chart that allows you to compare cases and deaths among countries, scaled by 

population, click here.)  Meanwhile, in data on the U.S. vaccination program, the number of 

people considered fully vaccinated now totals 216,767,955, equal to 65.3% of the total 

population. 

 

• In the U.S., the seven-day average of people hospitalized with a confirmed or suspected 

COVID-19 fell to 26,436 yesterday, down 44% from two weeks earlier. 

• Days after Congress rejected a $15 billion appropriation for the pandemic, the Biden 

administration has warned that the federal government is running out of money to pay for 

vaccines, tests, and treatments, leaving it unprepared for any future rise in cases. 

 

U.S. Economic Releases  

 

Rising rates likely contributed to a drop in the number of mortgage applications filed in the week 

ending March 11.  According to the Mortgage Bankers Association, mortgage applications fell 

1.2% from the prior week.  The decline in mortgage applications was driven by refinancing 

applications which fell 2.8%, from the previous week.  Meanwhile, purchase applications rose 

0.7% from the prior week. The average 30-year fixed-rate mortgage rose 18 bps from 4.09% to 

4.27%, reversing the previous week’s decline.  

 

Higher prices contributed to a general slowdown in retail spending in February, according to the 

U.S. Census Bureau.  The advance estimate of retail sales rose 0.3% from the prior month, below 

expectations of 0.4%.  Excluding autos, retail sales rose 0.2% from the previous month compared 

to expectations of a 0.9% increase.  Core retail sales, which excludes gas and autos, fell 0.4% 

from the prior month compared to expectations of a 0.4% gain.  Lastly, the retail sales control 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/sarah-bloom-raskin-bidens-pick-for-top-fed-post-withdraws-11647372174?mod=hp_lead_pos1
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2022/03/16/world/covid-19-mandates-cases-vaccine
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/covid-cases.html?name=styln-coronavirus&region=TOP_BANNER&block=storyline_menu_recirc&action=click&pgtype=LegacyCollection&variant=1_BlueLink&is_new=false
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group, which excludes autos, gas, and building materials, fell 0.6% from the prior month 

compared to expectations of a 0.3% rise. 

 

 
 

The chart above shows the annual change in real retail sales.  Despite the slowdown in retail 

spending from the prior month, sales remain elevated compared to the previous year.  Inflation-

adjusted retail rose 9% from the prior year. 

 

Even with rising domestic inflation, trade pricing still favors the U.S. consumer according to data 

collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.  In February, export prices outpaced import prices, 

signaling improved trade conditions over the last month.  The Import Price Index rose 1.4% from 

the prior month compared to expectations of a rise of 1.6%.  Excluding petroleum, the import 

price index rose 0.8% from the prior month, in line with expectations. Meanwhile, the Export 

Price Index rose 3.0% from the prior month compared to expectations of 1.2%. 
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The chart above shows the Terms of Trade Index.  In February, the index rose 105.9 to 107.6. 

The increase was related to an improvement in the trade of industrial supplies. 

 

The table below lists the economic releases and/or Fed events scheduled for the rest of today. 

 

EST Indicator Expected Prior Rating

10:00 Business Inventories m/m Jan 1.1% 2.1% ***

10:00 NAHB Housing Market Index m/m Mar 81.0 82.0 **

EST Speaker or Event

14:00 FOMC Rate Decision Federal Reserve Board

Economic Releases

Fed Speakers or Events

District or Position

 

 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will 

add a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
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Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China New Home Prices m/m Feb -0.13% -0.04% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Japan Trade Balance m/m Feb -¥668.3b -¥2191.1b -¥150.0b ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Capacity Utilization m/m Jan -0.8% -0.4% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Industrial Production m/m Jan -3.2% -1.3% *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Australia Westpac Leading Index m/m Feb -0.15% 0.13% *** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand BoP Current Account Balance NZD q/q 4Q -7.261b -8.300b -6.225b ** Equity and bond neutral

Current Account GDP Ratio YTD q/q 4Q -5.8% -4.6% -5.6% ** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Italy CPI EU Harmonized y/y Feb 6.2% 6.2% 6.2% *** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico International Reserves Weekly w/w 11-Mar $201375m $201687m ** Equity and bond neutral

Canada Housing Starts m/m Feb 247.3k 230.8k 240.0k ** Equity and bond neutral

Manufacturing Sales m/m Jan 0.6% 0.7% 1.2% ** Equity and bond neutral

Existing Home Sales m/m Feb 4.6% 1.0% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Brazil FGV CPI IPC-S w/w 15-Mar 0.6% 0.3% 0.5% ** Equity and bond neutral

FGV Inflation IGP-10 m/m Mar 1.2% 2.0% 1.2% ** Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 

 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 

 
Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 88 83 5 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 45 46 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 44 37 7 Widening

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 57 55 2 Down

10-yr T-note (%) 2.17 2.15 0.02 Up

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -50 -50 0 Neutral

Currencies Direction

Dollar Down Neutral

Euro Up Up

Yen Up Neutral

Pound Flat Up

Franc Flat Neutral

Central Bank Action Current Prior Expected

FOMC Rate Decision (Lower Bound) 0.000% 0.250% Below Forecast

FOMC Rate Decision (Upper Bound) 0.250% 0.500% Below Forecast

Interest on Reserve Balances Rate 0.150% 0.400% Below Forecast  
 

Commodity Markets 

 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
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Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $99.34 $99.91 -0.57%

WTI $95.54 $96.44 -0.93%

Natural Gas $4.69 $4.57 2.58%

Crack Spread $30.81 $29.41 4.78%

12-mo strip crack $24.97 $24.85 0.50%

Ethanol rack $2.60 $2.60 -0.12%

Gold $1,919.02 $1,917.94 0.06%

Silver $24.76 $24.89 -0.54%

Copper contract $457.75 $451.30 1.43%

Corn contract $747.50 $758.00 -1.39%

Wheat contract $1,125.00 $1,154.25 -2.53%

Soybeans contract $1,667.25 $1,658.75 0.51%

Baltic Dry Freight 2,689            2,727            -38

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -1.8

Gasoline (mb) -1.5

Distillates (mb) -1.8

Refinery run rates (%) 0.4%

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE Inventory Report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 day and 8-14 day forecasts call for warm-to-normal temperatures throughout most of 

the country, with cooler-than-normal temperatures in the Northern Pacific region. The forecasts 

call for wet conditions for most of the country, with dry conditions expected in the Southeast.  
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 3/15/2022 close) 

 

-20% 0% 20% 40%
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S&P 500
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Financials

Utilities

Energy
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Energy
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Materials
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S&P 500
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Technology

Prior Trading Day Total Return

(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 3/15/2022 close) 

 

-20% 0% 20% 40%

Emerging Markets ($)

Growth

Emerging Markets (local currency)

Small Cap

Foreign Developed ($)

Large Cap

Real Estate

US Corporate Bond

Mid Cap

Foreign Developed (local currency)

US High Yield

US Government Bond

Value

Cash

Commodities

YTD Asset Class Total Return

Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

March 10, 2022 
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P/E as of 3/09/2022 = 21.4x

 
 

 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 21.4x, down 0.1x from last week.  The decline in 

the multiple is due to the decline in the index.  
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q2, Q3, and Q4) and one estimate (Q1). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


